Disclaimer:
The provision of study material contained under Student Corner of this website being provided by SEQM Cell of this directorate under a digital initiative “DSEJ Home Classes” is only an attempt to provide a platform to teachers and students to mitigate the loss of studies due to closure of schools. The views and opinions expressed by the subject experts in recorded lectures on the topics enlisted in the school curriculum prescribed by JKBOSE are of their own and do not reflect or represent any views on behalf of this Directorate. This Directorate is only providing a platform to the Tech Savvy Teaching Professionals who are interested to serve for the needs of the students.
The website links have been reflected only for the purpose of connecting the teacher with the learner during the prevailing situation owing to the COVID 19 outbreaks across the world. While we would continue to make efforts to keep the information updated and correct, we make no representations of any kind, explicit or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to these online classes or the information, or related graphics contained therein for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk. In no event, will we be liable for any copyrighted content if used by any Demonstrator nor this Directorate claims for any copyright to the views & opinions expressed by demonstrators during the recorded lectures.
Through the links available under Student Corner you are able to link to other websites which are not under the control of this Directorate and we have no control over the nature, content and availability of those websites. The inclusion of any links does not necessarily imply a recommendation or endorsement of the views expressed within them. However, every effort is being made to keep the content updated and running smoothly. However, this Directorate takes no responsibility for, and will not be liable for, any technical issues beyond our control. In case any contravention in content is reported, same shall be rectified to the satisfaction of all potential users.
If anybody has any complaint about “DSEJ’s Home Classes” or finds that any content is being misused, may feel free to contact SEQM Cell of this Directorate through e-mail on seqmdsej@gmail.com prior to any copyright claim.